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Licenses and approvals are not assured in all jurisdictions

No advice

CNX-Network (“CoinX”) intends to operate in full compliance with applicable laws  

and regulations and use its best endeavors to obtain the necessary licenses and  

approvals. Regulatory licenses and/or approvals are likely to be required in a  

number of relevant jurisdictions in which relevant activities may take place. This  

means that the development and roll-out of all the initiatives described in this  

whitepaper are not guaranteed. It is not possible to guarantee, and no person  

makes any representations, warranties or assurances, that any such licenses or  

approvals will be obtained within a particular timeframe or at all. As such, the  

initiatives described in this whitepaper may not be available in certain jurisdictions  

or at all. This could require restructuring of these initiatives and/or its unavailability  

in all or certain respects. In addition, the development of any initiatives is intended  

to be implemented in stages. During certain stages of development, the project  

may rely on relationships with certain licensed third party entities. If these entities  

are no longer properly licensed in the relevant jurisdiction, this will impact the  

ability of CoinX to rely on the services of that party.

This whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice, financial advice,  

trading advice or other forms of recommendation by ‘CoinX’ its affiliates, or its  

respective officers, directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors or consultants  

on the merits of purchasing CNX-tokens nor should it be relied upon in connection  

with any other contract or purchasing decision.

Please read all sections of this disclaimer carefully and attentively. You should  

ensure you comprehend the nature and scope of the material presented in this  

white paper. If necessary, you should consult your legal, financial, taks and/or  

other relevant advisors before committing or attempting to participate in the  

CNX-Network and related endeavors.
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No representations

No representations or warranties have been made to the recipient of this  

whitepaper or its advisers as to the accuracy or completeness of the information,  

statements, opinions or matters (express or implied) arising out of, contained in or  

derived from this whitepaper or any omission from this document or of any other  

written or oral information or opinions provided now or in the future to any  

interested party or their advisers. The CNX tokens, as envisaged in this whitepaper,  

are under development and are being constantly updated, including but not  

limited to key governance and technical features. If and when the CNX tokens are  

completed, they may differ significantly from the description set out in this  

whitepaper. No representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or  

reasonableness of any plans, future projections or prospects and nothing in this  

document is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the  

future. To the fullest extent possible, all liability for any loss or damage of  

whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not and whether or not CoinX has been  

advised of the possibility of such loss or damage) which may arise from any person  

acting on any information and opinions contained in this whitepaper or any  

information which is made available in connection with any further enquiries,  

notwithstanding any negligence, default or lack of care, is disclaimed.

Not a sale of security

This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or financial service offering  

document and is not an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any security,  

investment products, regulated products or financial instruments in any  

jurisdiction. CNX tokens are not being structured or sold as securities in CoinX.  

Owners of CNX tokens are not entitled to any rights in CoinX or any of its affiliates,  

including any equity, shares, units, royalties to capital, profit, returns or income in  

CoinX or any other company or intellectual property associated with CoinX.

Third party data

This whitepaper contains data and references obtained from third party sources. 
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Translations

Restricted transmission

Views of CNX

This whitepaper and related materials are issued in English. Any translation is  

for reference purposes only and is not certified by any person. No assurance can  

be made as to the accuracy and completeness of any translations. If there Is any  

inconsistency between a translation and the English version of this whitepaper,  

the English version shall prevail.

This whitepaper must not be taken or transmitted to any jurisdiction where  

distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper is prohibited or restricted.

The views and opinions expressed in this whitepaper are those of CNX and do not 

 reflect the official policy or position of any government, quasi-government,  

authority or public body (including but not limited to any regulatory body) in any  

jurisdiction. This whitepaper has not been reviewed by any regulatory authority.

Whilst the management believes that these data are accurate and reliable, they  

have not been subject to independent audit, verification, or analysis by any team  

of professional legal, accounting, engineering, and/or financial advisors. There is  

no assurance as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the data.

Third party reference

References in this whitepaper to specific companies, networks and/or potential  

real-lifecase studies are for illustrative purposes only. The use of any company  

and/or platform names and trademarks does not imply any affiliation with, or  

recommendation or endorsement of/by, any of those parties. 

 

All references to ‘dollars’, USD or ‘$’ are references to the United States Dollars  

unless otherwise stated.
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Graphics

Risk Statements

All graphics included in this whitepaper are for illustrative purposes only. In  

particular, graphics with price references do not translate into actual pricing  

information.

Purchasing CNX tokens involves substantial risk and may lead to a loss of a  

substantial or complete amount of the money involved. Prior to purchasing CNX- 

tokens, you should carefully assess and take into account the risks, including those  

listed in any other documentation. 

 

A purchaser should not purchase CNX tokens for speculative or investment  

purposes. Purchasers should only purchase CNX tokens if they fully understand  

the nature of the CNX tokens and accept the risks inherent to the CNX tokens. 

 

Cryptographic tokens may be subject to expropriation and/or theft; hackers or  

other malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with our system/ 

network in various ways, including malware attacks, denial of service attacks,  

consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing, and spoofing which may result  

in the loss of your cryptographic tokens or the loss of your ability to access or  

control your cryptographic tokens. In such an event, there may be no remedy, and  

holders of cryptographic tokens are not guaranteed any remedy, refund, or  

compensation. 

 

The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens and digital assets is currently rather  

undetermined, varies greatly among different jurisdictions and is subject to  

significant uncertainty. It is possible that in the future, certain laws, regulations,  

policies or rules relating to cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain  

technology, or blockchain applications may be implemented which may directly  

or indirectly affect or restrict cryptographic token holders’ right to acquire, own,  

hold, sell, convert, trade, or use cryptographic tokens. 
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The uncertainty in tax legislation relating to cryptographic tokens and digital  

assets may expose cryptographic token holders to tax consequences associated  

with the use or trading of cryptographic tokens. 

 

Digital assets and related products and services carry significant risks. Potential  

purchasers should take into account all of the above and assess the nature of, and  

their own appetite for, relevant risks independently and consult professional,  

external and/or their own trusted advisers before making any decisions.

Professional advice

You should consult a lawyer, accountant, tax professional and/or any other  

professional advisor as necessary prior to determining whether to purchase CNX- 

tokens.

Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Statements

This whitepaper contains certain forward-looking statements regarding the  

business we operate that are based on the belief of CNX as well as certain  

assumptions made by and information available to CNX. Forward-looking  

statements, by their nature, are subject to significant risks and uncertainties. 

 

While this white paper has been prepared with the utmost attention to detail, with  

the most up-to-date factual information regarding the market of blockchain it also  

contains ‘forward-looking statements’. These forward-looking statements should  

not be taken as historical fact as they rely on projections, plans and possible  

prospects garnered towards the future. They are inherently subject to all sorts of  

risks and uncertainties. 

 

Forward-looking statements may involve estimates and assumptions and are 

subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors beyond the control and rational  

predictions of CoinX. Accordingly, these factors could cause actual results or  

outcomes that differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking  

statements.  
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Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date of which such  

statement is made, we undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking  

statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date on which such 

 statement is made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.
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What is CNX Network?

 

The first sustainable worldwide blockchain technology network, offering encrypted,  

interconnected and same interface applications that are used in daily life, running  

on its own blockchain and currency. CNX Network is committed to becoming the  

most widely used decentralised blockchain system, providing user friendly  

applications and a global community.  

 

CNX Network is one the first worldwide blockchain payment system that offers its  

users a universal and similar environment in which to access and use  

cryptocurrency wherever and whenever they so choose. The crucial aspect of CNX 

Network in comparison to its competitors that seemingly offer similar services is  

that CNX Network will have ease of access and ease-of-use for all its customers. By  

offering a similar environment and a variety of platforms, users will have no  

difficulty logging in and overseeing their account and revenues. 

 

CNX Network has the potential to shift the payment system to a faster, better and  

more reliable system. The true potential of CNX Network will eventually be realised  

through its users, they will eventually be in charge and their influence will decide  

the fate within our crypto borders. We foresee that these users will enable  

CNX-Network to race past all other crypto predecessors that are currently  

employed as well as be competitive with future brands. Since we invest in people  

and sustainable technology it will be very likely that CNX-Network will become  

one of the most popular and widely used payment systems.
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Why CNX-Network?

Utility & Benefits of CNX-Network

Current systems that deal with cryptocurrencies are unfriendly to their users, do  

not facilitate understanding and/or the use of cryptocurrency. The interface and  

experience of these systems are not catered to the needs of users, often not diverse  

in their applications or poor in communications across different apps. CNX-Network  

will solve these issues by offering a series of applications, with a similar interface,  

interconnected yet private and secure. In combination with its own cryptocurrency  

CoinX, people can become part of a global community, trade, invest and save coins  

with a simple log-in to one account.

One account for a universal platform with a great number and variety of apps  

Similar appearance across apps facilitating user friendliness

CNX-Network related cryptocurrency CoinX

Secure and private access to personal accounts

Environmentally sustainable

Autonomous data processing

Transparent record keeping and data analysis possibilities

Secure data storage

Global community with exciting possibilities for members, whether user, 

developer or entrepreneurs 

First decentralized world wide payment method for daily use
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Burning Events

CNX TOKEN ALLOCATION

Details % Amount (CNX) Aditional information

CNX Sold During Pre-sale 7.7% 93,600,000 N/A

Airdrops Events 7.4% 90,000,000 N/A

CEX Listings 8.3% 100,000,000 N/A

CNX-Miner Community 10.3% 125,000,000 N/A

Backers 28.2% 300,790,000 N/A

Staking Rewards 16.9% 204,490,000 N/A

Development 10% 160,600,000 N/A

Core Team 11.2% 135,520,000 N/A

The CNX Network has a capped supply of 1.21 billion CoinX. 208.2 million CoinX were 

offered in multiple stages of an Initial Coin Offering and 90 million have been allocated. 

The distribution of the remaining coins will be managed and outlined in the  

accompanying table:

New Supply 1,210,000,000

CoinX Initial Offering and Distribution

The CNX Core Team has decided to do a massive burning in tokens to create more  

value for the CNX Token. The previous total supply was 12,100,000,000 CNX, which has  

been reduced to 1,210,000,000 CNX. This is processed in the new smart contract as the 

initial supply.

Previous supply 12,100,000,000
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Modified Token Allocation

We have not sold all of the ICO coins. The remaining coins have been allocated in the  

‘CNX Token Allocation’ table. The most significant changes are as follows: 

 

- 25 million CNX have been added to the mining community to promote satisfaction 

and growth. This changes the reserved supply from 100 million to 125 million. 

 

- Approximately 10 million coins were used for airdrop events during the presale,  

which changes the supply from 100 million to 90 million. 

 

- 40 million CNX have been issued and added for development purposes, taken from  

the unsold coins during the presale. This keeps the development on track. 

 

- The remaining coins have been added to backers as a backup to be used in case of  

shortage in the future.

CNX Utility Network

The CNX utility network consists of a growing multitude of services and self-sustaining 

applications that will show to be a benefit for every person’s daily life. 

 

Most applications and services in the market ask for ludicrous fees and commissions 

that are taking advantage of their workers and customers due to their online monopoly 

position. The CNX utilities will counter this by providing applications and services that 

ask low fees, with the CNX token as a payment service running on the CNX blockchain. 

CNX Network will only ask a fraction of what some companies are currently already 

asking, breaking their online monopoly. 

 

Fact 

Online companies normally ask between 15 and 30% commission for their services. 

Most of the time these are unnecessary high fees for freelancers who work for the 

employerson these kind of mediation platforms.
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To avoid pumps and dumps, we have introduced vesting periods. Each round has a  

specific vesting period. The vesting periods for presale investors last from 1 until 6  

months after the presale, and will be available to selling periodically to avoid massive  

dumps. The miner community will have a vesting period that lasts from 1 until 24  

months after the presale. This will happen gradually to prevent a massive dump.  

All vesting periods will start after CNX is listed on exchanges.

Vesting information

Round

Seed Round

Early Investor Round

Community Round

Private Round

Public Round

CoinX Miner Community

Vesting Period

6 months

6 months

6 months

3 months

1 months

12-48 months

Percentage per month after vesting

5%

7,5%

10%

20%

No vesting period

Part by part after vesting period

Amount of CNX In total

23,200,000

30,000,000

35,000,000

60,000,000

60,000,000

100,000,000

Vesting Period

To avoid pumps and dumps, we have introduced vesting periods. Each round has a  

specific vesting period. The vesting periods for presale investors last from 1 until 6  

months after the presale. The miner community will have a vesting period that  

lasts from 6 until 24 months after the presale. This will happen part by part so we  

do not have a massive dump. The vesting period will start after listing.

Multiple applications are being worked on and are planned to be released in the 

following 2 years. Currently, the CNX-VPN, the CoinX Miner App and WalletX applicaton 

are already released since the third quarter of 2022. The utilities will be a cheaper 

replacement for services and applications provided by big online companies. 

 

Most utilities are connected with CNX Connect, a system that will make sure that 

logging in and using the network will be simple, secure and fast. With a personalized 

account from CNX Network, you will be able to use all current and future services.
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03. Introduction

This introduction offers a problem statement concerning the contemporary use of  

cryptocurrency, followed by the mission and vision of CNX Network in how to  

address these issues.

Problem Statement and Our Strategy

Notwithstanding the popularity and increasing attention that cryptocurrency  

seems to garner in all forms of media, research publications and political discourse;  

for the ordinary individual the use of such a form of currency still seems well  

beyond their imagination. In a report by Deutsche Bank, the following forecast was  

presented with regards to the adoption rates of cryptocurrencies and the internet:

Consequently, the current lack of use shows that there is something that needs to  

be addressed. 

 

One of the sub-problems in the aforementioned lack of use is the fact that most 

Problems in contemporary Cryptocurrencies/ Exchanges
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people still have difficulty understanding the basic principles of cryptocurrency.  

This may make them wary of employing it. 

 

Another reason for the general lack of use is that there has never been a  

consistent and universal explication and practice of crypto such as some national  

currencies garner universally nowadays. Simply put, the user interface and  

experience in all contemporary crypto applications is very poor and does not  

facilitate further engagement with the crypto as such. 

 

There is also another problem that most of the people who invest in coins are not  

thinking their investment through logically and rationally. They are simply buying  

coins without any comprehension of what it is they are actually acquiring. This is  

related to a side problem that most crypto exist with the purpose of simply  

making money without any additional aspirations or ambitions. 

 

In short, the problems with contemporary crypto are the following: 

- The user interface and experience in all contemporary crypto applications are  

very poor; 

- People fail to realize that most of the cryptos that are online have no larger  

purpose and they are just invented as money-making tools; 

- Quite a number of people are just investing in coins without thinking; 

- A lot of people still do not know about and/or understand what cryptocurrency  

really and truly is. 

We create several platforms where people can use their CoinX. All these platforms  

will have one general semi-same design. This way, the user will be familiar and  

acquainted with the use of the other platforms, even before using them. 

In addition to the ease of use, our crypto actually has a purpose, it will be first  

used in our own network. People can join our network and get a .CNX link where 

 they can manage their platform. In this manner, we invest in developers and new  

business owners, to build with us on our success. This will mean a global 

Our solution: CNX-Network and CoinX
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community of CNX users that has a universal access to their own records,  

transferral to any national currency and/or other business endeavors with a simple  

log-in to one account. 

CNX will be one of the first decentralized world wide payment methods used for  

daily purposes using crypto and other forms of currency. Users all over the world  

can easily transfer coins to each other with a low service fee. Our focus is to create  

massive worldwide platforms which all work together in high-end quality on the  

CNX-Coin and CNX-Network. 

 

By increasing ease of access, CNX will facilitate understanding and the use of  

cryptocurrency. Consequently, people can employ and deal with cryptocurrency  

in a more direct and efficient manner. Increasing the worldwide use and  

employment of cryptocurrencies in all forms of financial transactions as well as  

web-based new ventures. 

 

Next to it we have an investor program where freelance developers and  

entrepreneurs can use the CNX-Network for their ideas. When people come up  

with great ideas that can help the CNX-Community further, CNX will invest in the  

business development to create franchises. As a bonus, the business(es) will get  

their own .CNX domain. 

 

Moreover, CNX is aware of upcoming concerns regarding the use of energy in  

order to maintain the blockchain technology. In order to counter the current state  

of affairs, CNX will use new and alternative forms of energy supply such as  

geothermal sources. 

 

Lastly, as is evident from the above, CNX is not merely a functional tool, but a  

network with a mission. CNX-Network and its accompanying CoinX are more than  

simply a facilitator. By having a clear objective, offering ease of use and universal  

access, employing several programmes for investors and/or collaborators and 

Potential of CNX-Network
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paying attention and consideration to energy concerns CNX-Network is a  

contributor and creator. As such, it is one of a kind.

CNX-Network was founded on the belief that it is a basic and universal human  

right to control one’s own money, data and identity. We believe that  

decentralization holds the key to empowering people around the world to better  

safeguard their rights, and that we are helping the world move in this direction by  

accelerating the transition to adopting cryptocurrency.

Belief

Mission

The main mission of CNX is to provide the first worldwide blockchain payment  

system that offers an individual the easy access and use of cryptocurrency  

wherever and whenever they so choose. This access and use of cryptocurrency is  

comparable and in addition to the current use of national currencies. In this, CNX  

would be the first of its kind. This is because CNX is founded on the principle that  

everyone should be able to control their own funds, data and identity  

autonomously. As the world faces increasing globalization, we believe in individual  

decentralization in order to facilitate people in the use of cryptocurrency.

Userfriendly and straightforward

In order to reach this objective, CNX builds a payment system in which  

cryptocurrency is used as a payment method in the real economy, based on our  

own developed blockchain technology. We are developing several utility platforms  

that we will link in the CNX-Network with CoinX as payment system. 

 

By linking all these platforms – online as well as offline – through one universal  

system that works the same globally for all users all the time, the user-friendliness  

will greatly increase. The interface of each platform will be recognizable and 

Several securely connected platforms
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similar to a general extent so it will facilitate and increase the use across  

platforms by its users. Additionally, we will employ CNX-Connect. This is our  

method to ensure that users will only have to create an account once, instead of  

having to create several identities to log in across the different platforms. There is  

only one account needed and the ease of authenticating is guaranteed by the  

use of an authenticator application created in house. Safely secured by all the  

necessary and latest security measures.

Another important goal for CNX is to have a currency that can be used worldwide  

so that there is one currency for all countries, that can be transferred into the  

currency of the country of choosing/where the user is living without any costs of  

transfer. The fact that one does not endure transaction costs ensures a simple,  

clear and straightforward transaction system. 

 

CNX is the first that creates large platforms and will link these to our own  

independently built blockchain payment network.

Global Currency CoinX

CNX-Network will build a decentralized payment system in which cryptocurrency  

is used as a payment method in the real economy, based on our own developed  

blockchain technology. Our vision is to create a utility network of a multitude of  

platforms that all will work aligned and harmoniously with one another.  

Depending on the preference of the individual a large number and diverse range  

of platforms will be available. We are developing several platforms, more than a  

few dozen at least, that we will link in the CNX-Network with CoinX as payment  

system.

Decentralised Network with mulitude of platforms

Vision
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Blockchain technology is the most tamper-proof decentralized data structure that  

joins data blocks chronologically. The nature of the blockchain is a distributed  

ledger system. Like Bitcoin, the digital currency that has currently overtaken  

payment systems in whole countries. CNX-Network Serves the purpose of creating  

a decentralized payment method. It is clearly foreseeable that open-source  

blockchain technology will eventually take over or replace the weak, traditional  

and non-decentralized system that most countries and companies are using  

nowadays. The non-decentralized nature of these traditional systems leave it  

vulnerable for all forms of attacks, both physical and cyber related. The CNX- 

Network using blockchain technology will have not one or a few points of  

vulnerability but too many to oversee or attack simultaneously. Therefore  

attacking one node or a few nodes in blockchain technology networks (data  

blocks) will prove to be non-effective as all worldwide nodes will have to be hacked  

simultaneously in order for a hack to work.

Blockchain Technology

Research & Insights

By making use of several platforms a decentralized network will arise which will  

guarantee a more sustainable form of security. Considering the CNX-Network will  

be global, there is an increased ease of use for the customer as all the applications  

will have the same general style of experience, lay-out and functionalities.  

Consequently, one does not need to use three different profiles and associated  

passwords in order to keep one company running as it is all available through the  

same universal yet individual account that can be used to log into several different  

platforms and applications.

Unlimited possibilities with one account

Our developers have created a unique system that they call blockware which will  

secure and solidify the CNX-network as a whole. The Blockware is entirely 

Blockware
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transparent for all the applicants of the nodes. As it is our own tamper-proof  

decentralized open-source technology that is connected to all possible nodes in  

the CNX-Network. 

 

CNX-Network is not only a means to join the crypto space for free by mining coins  

using the CoinX-Miner App. It also allows everyday people to advance to the next  

stage of the inevitable massive worldwide adoption that is already currently  

happening. CNX-Network is using approachable methods to increase this adoption  

by releasing high-end applications and investing programs like free crypto mining  

as well as its own coin: CoinX. 

CNX is a mobile payment service that will allow users to pay in and/or receive  

cryptocurrency anywhere, anytime for a low fee (max. 0.25 USD per transaction).  

For other currencies, there is an additional fee to be determined by the broker of  

this currency. This is outside the scope of CNX and will come in addition to the  

0.25 USD. This product is powered by CNX-Blockware, our native blockchain  

solution (see section below for details). 

 

CNX delivers the following value propositions: 

- Low fees: users pay up to 0.25 USD processing fees for settlements in Crypto; 

- Easy to use: easy to set up, view and manage payments in a matter of minutes; 

- For developers. By developers. We have expedited the process to start accepting 

cryptocurrencies with just a few lines of code.

Decentralised Network with mulitude of platforms

Value Propositions

CNX builds an ecosystem with all kinds of softwares that are used in daily life.  

These software systems will further an easy login to all platforms through  

CNX-Connect. In our ecosystem, we only use CoinX as a subsider payment gateway  

next to local valutas. CoinX can only be purchased in WalletX.

CNX-Ecosystem
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CNX-Utility Network

CNX builds platforms that are connected to the CNX-Network. These platforms  

work through CNX-Connect (for more information see below) and are all connected 

to each other. 

 

CNX-Connect is a system that will link most apps with each other, this means that  

almost no app will be working separately or independently. Currently there are 5  

distinct applications and 2 software applications that all work on the CNX-Network.  

More apps are currently in development and will be announced in the coming time.  

The goal is to eventually have more than a few dozen apps that will be used by  

everyone around the globe. Some apps will be self-sustainable, meaning they will  

not need CNX-Connect to work. These apps have their own form of smart  

intelligence and will also not need a lot of maintenance and/or resources to  

function.

Nodes for the CNX-Network are used to communicate and share data with each  

other. This form of technological infrastructure will ensure that all nodes stay  

connected and will always stay up-to-date. Nodes can for example store data,  

spread data and/or even create new data, they are the most important parts in  

and of the blockchain. This also makes it nearly impossible for hackers to infiltrate  

the network as they would have to hack all of the nodes all at the same time. 

 

Nodes for CNXare currently available to apply on our website. By downloading a  

node an individual is actively strengthening the CNX-Network.

CNX-Nodes

Blockchain

CNX-Blockware is a peer-to-peer network of computers and servers known as  

‘nodes‘ that both participate and monitor the transfer of information and assets.  

Every transfer is recorded on each user’s computer.
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Applications

CNX-Network will develop a multitude of applications in the coming years. The  

eight mentioned below are what CNX-Network will start with as they are  

quintessential for the basic operation of the network as well as the trade and use  

of its own cryptocurrency CoinX. They can be divided into two groups: 5 distinct  

CNX-applications and 2 software-based CNX applications. Below they are  

described in more detail.

Description:  

An app where people can earn free coins for a  

limited amount of time by joining our community. This app is  

a promotion before the ICO launches. The more people join  

the app, the less people can earn.

CoinX Miner App

Benefits: 

- Organizing events for our community to create brand  

awareness; 

- Building up goodwill by giving away coins to developing  

countries; 

- Testing and possibly refining blockware with CNX-Connect; 

- Fast login through CNX-Connect and Authenticator; 

- Proof that we are secure with the data of our users.
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Description:  

CNX-Connect is an authenticator app that we manufactured  

and developed at CNX-Network. It is an extra safety feature.  

This feature is needed for every new login. The authenticator  

creates a new 6-digit code every minute and has more safety  

features. Through this app, people can register themselves at  

the CNX-Network and gain access to its associated apps.  

When users have registered themselves in this app, they can  

login quickly and easily. 

CNX-Connect

Security measures: 

- High security system to avoid data leaks; 

- Always authenticating new logins through the CNX-Authenticator App (see below),  

SMS and Email verification; 

- Extra protection for the other CNX-Network Apps; 

- Personal decision opportunity whether or not to use the authentication. 

 

Benefits: 

- Users will only have to register once to the CNX-Network to use all the apps; 

- Quick login to the CNX-Network; 

- API available for all other companies who want to use CNX-Quick login; 

- Individual choices regarding what users want to share with other companies; 

- One place only where users have to fill in their personal data. No more account 

creating. Simly the use of one quick and safe login system. 

- Nobody can simply login on accounts of users without them knowing; 

- Companies can use the CNX-Authenticator for their companies; 

- High security system.

Secutiry measures:

Benefits:

Description:
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Description:  

Trading platform where people can buy and sell crypto. To get  

into this wallet, users need to create an account on  

CNX-Connect.

Description:  

Hide your location with the CNX-VPN application and browse on  

the internet anonymously. The VPN is free for investors who  

have invested 35 USD or more.  

 

Benefits: 

- Safe & Quick login through CNX-Network; 

- Secured VPN Network; 

- Supports OpenVPN, IPSec and IKEv2; 

- Positioning choice; 

- Speedtest function.

Benefits: 

- Safe & Quick login through CNX-Connect; 

- Stake CoinX to earn more coins; 

- Possibilities to invite people to join CNX-Network, and earn CoinX;

WalletX

VPN

Description:

Benefits:

Description:

Benefits:
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Description:  

New generation messaging app where people can create  

groups worldwide. Everybody can join channels. There will be  

free channels and paid channels. Some groups will have a  

monthly subscription (every channel-owner can create a paid  

channel service). These can be all kinds of groups, for  

example business or crypto groups can create these paid  

channels. The owner of the channel will be paid monthly in  

CNX and members will have to pay monthly. Messenger is  

connected to the WalletX, so transfers will happen in our  

own network.

MetaChat

 

Benefits: 

- Safe & Quick login through CNX-Network; 

- Full Encrypted Data Messenger (FEDM); 

- Free channels; 

- Paid channels; 

- Free messaging; 

- Add people by username. 

Safety features: 

- People will have to create a username that is different from the KYC-app. With  

this username, people can add other users. This way we keep the privacy of every  

user with the FEDM secured; 

- Encrypted data. 

 

Vision 

Once the Facebook metaverse is out, we will create a new generation chat  

function for the metaverse.

Description:

Benefits:

Vision
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The node or computer supports the network.  

It supports it through validation and relaying  

transactions. At the same time, it also gets a  

copy of the full blockchain. Any computer that  

connects to the CNX-network is a node.

People can apply to the nodes and first have to go through a KYC. After that, users  

will have acces to our nodes.

CNX-Nodes

Benefits: 

- Efficient performance. 

- Easier development process. 

- Reusable code. 

- Ability to handle multiple requests.

Nodes

AdManager is an application where people  

can see ads all over the internet. 

 

These can be divided into two sections: 

1. CNX-Advertizer: the place where people 

Benefits: 

- Efficient performance. 

- Easier development process. 

- Reusable code. 

- Ability to handle multiple requests.

can make and publish digital advertisements; 2. CNX-Monetizer: the place where  

users can place and run  advertisements on their own site or application.

AdManager

Benefits:

Benefits:
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Decentralized Financial Services

To ensure an ecosystem in which all services and platforms will be decentralized  

CNX has developed the utility network; these are several platforms that work on the  

CNX-Network. These platforms are similar to each other and most of the apps will  

be connected with each other. All apps will look similar to each other for a better  

user experience. Creating at least 100 platforms is the best way of enhancing  

worldwide decentralized service usage. 

 

With DeFi, the markets are always open and there are no centralized authorities  

who can block payments or deny you access to anything. Services that were  

previously slow and at risk of human error are automated and safe, now that it’s  

handled by personal authentication code so it can be verified. 

 

DeFi refers to financial applications built on blockchain technology that enable  

digital transactions between multiple parties. The blockchain is essentially a public  

ledger for digital assets, including cryptocurrencies. DeFi can involve lending but is  

not limited to crypto, sending crypto, or investing crypto.

Value Proposition

To take one more step towards letting users better safeguard their money, data  

and identity, we are launching the WalletX, which is a non-custodial wallet app  

that allows users to gain full ownership of their private keys. 

 

WalletX offers the following value propositions: 

 

A. Decentralized product: giving users full control of private keys (and crypto)  

which are placed back in the hands of users 

B. Secure wallet protected by the encryption of private keys on the user’s device,  

combined with passcode, biometrics and 2-factor authentication; 

C. Flexible transactions with customizable confirmation speed and network fees; 

D. Convenient connection to the CoinX App to easily access the diverse crypto  

financial services offered by CoinX. 
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Security

CNX-Network views security as a crucially important aspect of the appeal and  

foundation of its network and associated coin, CoinX. Through the use of blockware  

technology all data and records will be safe from hacking initiatives or malware.  

The decentralization of the network and multiple platforms allow for a secure  

chain that is virtually impossible to destroy. CNX-Network will offer the following  

mechanisms: 

 

- Maximum safety: by building our own apps and employing our own authenticator  

CNX-Network can oversee and test all the applications before running and as such  

guarantee a maximum safety with the products used; 

 

- Maximum decentralization: given the fact that anyone from anywhere can join,  

CNX-Network will allow for a maximum of decentralization in its user base and  

clientele, thus making it more robust for any outside interference(s); 

 

- Private risk management: CNX-Network values its users more than anything and  

realizes the risks people expose themselves to when becoming active on a  

web-based platform. Consequently, CNX-Network will protect the data collection  

and personal details of its customers by implementing the most stringent risk tools; 

 

- Secure cryptocurrency trades: CNX-Network realizes the potential for disruption  

and possible obscure nature of cryptocurrencies and will ensure that the trade and  

use of CoinX as well as other cryptocurrencies in the WalletX will be as secure as  

possible.

Guarantees and certificates 

In order to reach the afore mentioned security concerns CNX aims to obtain the  

following standards and certificates through or with the following companies. 

 

ISO/IEC 27701:2019 Certification is the “Gold Standard” for privacy risk management.  

The audit was conducted by SGS, a leading inspection verification and certification 

company recognized globally.
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ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Certification is the “Gold Standard’’ for information security  

management. The audit was led by Bureau Veritas, a global leader in Testing,  

Inspection and Certification. 

 

PCI:DSS (Payment Card Industry: Data Security Standard) outlines a set of strict  

requirements set by the payment card industry and is designed to ensure that  

organizations which process, store and/or transmit credit card data maintain a  

highly secure environment, and uphold the highest data security and privacy  

standards. Level 1 is the highest level of certification, which is what CNX seeks to  

obtain. 

 

CCSS (Cryptocurrency Security Standard) covers a series of strict security  

requirements of any information system that stores, transacts with, and/or accepts  

cryptocurrencies and applies to all information systems that make use of  

cryptocurrencies, including exchanges, web applications, and cryptocurrency  

storage solutions. 

CNX 

Utility 

Network
Linked 

Accounts

Linked 
Accounts

Payments 

Through 

CNX-Connect

Brands 

Creators and 

Influencers

Collaboration Voting Transactions

CNX-Pay Marketplace Rewards

Proof of 

Work

Proof of 

Authentication CNX-Network

CNX-Network Blockchain Network

Validator 

Node 1

Validator 

Node 2

Validator 

Node 3

Validator 

Node 4

Online Interconnected Platforms

DistrubitionDiscovery
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Coin Creation and Basic Information

As mentioned before, CNX-Network will not only offer individuals the chance to  

manage their financials via one easy log-in that will provide access to a multitude  

of applicationsapplicatoins but will also introduce its own cryptocurrency called  

CoinX.

Asset name

Token Sticker

Issuing Entity

Market Cap

CNX Sold during presale

Distrubution Mechanics

CoinX

CNX

CNX Network

1,210,000,000

93,600,000

- Presale

- Airdrops

- Sales for business development

- Staking rewards

- 100% Decentralization

- DeFi

- NFTs
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Smart contract and staking

 

 

As security and blockchain technology continue to evolve, our core team has decided 

to launch a new smart contract before we are listed on exchanges. This new contract  

includes a proxy feature, which allows us to remotely update the contract to ensure  

that we are utilizing the most current and secure features. We will always be transparent  

about any updates we make to the smart contract and provide updates through the  

link: www.cnxnetwork.org/smartcontract/updates 

 

Our new smart contract also includes vesting provisions, and all users must claim their 

coins in order to trade them on exchanges, even if they do not have vesting in the  

contract. 

 

 

We are excited to announce that we have integrated a staking option for presale  

participants who purchased on our launchpad. This new staking option provides an 

additional and high reward for those who choose to stake their coins, rather than  

claiming them. 

 

For those unfamiliar with staking, it is a way for holders of certain digital assets to  

earn a return on their investment by holding and “staking” their coins in a wallet.  

This process helps to secure and validate transactions on the blockchain network,  

and in return, stakers are rewarded with a share of the network’s transaction fees and/or  

new coins. 

 

It is important to note that this staking option is a one-time offer for presale  

participants. By staking their coins, investors are not only able to earn a higher return  

on their investment, but they are also helping to create a higher liquidity pool for our  

network. This has the potential to increase the value of 1 CNX coin. 

 

New Smart Contract

Staking
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We have included a table below that provides all the details of the staking option,  

including the reward percentage, the minimum amount of coins required to stake,  

and the vesting period. We encourage presale participants to review the information  

carefully before making a decision. 

 

Staking is a great way to earn a passive income from your crypto holdings and a  

good addition to your investment strategy. By participating in staking, you are not  

only able to earn a higher reward but also contribute to the network’s security and  

development. We are excited to see the potential impact of this new staking option  

on our network and the value of the CNX coin.

Duration Staking rewards

90 days 17%

180 days 40%

1 year 88%

3 years 250%

5 years 500%
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CoinX Mining Program

The CNX Core team uses a way to ensure that everyone has a fair and equal chance  

at joining the CNX Network. The biggest contemporary challenge that most people  

have is that everyday internet users have problems using crypto as they do not know  

what they are doing. Either people just invest to make a measurable profit in trading  

or they invest because they think a coin or project has potential for the future, but 3  

in 4 people have no clue what they are investing in. CNX-Network  is here to  facilitate  

the use of cryptocurrency, specifically CoinX, by making the process transparent and  

usable for everyone. In order to do this CNX Network is introducing our Mining  

program.

Environment

The mining program is used to increase the CNX Network user base by simply letting  

users mine coins using their smartphone device for free. This will make CoinX more  

attractive and at the same time more desirable. Bitcoin has already proven itself by  

expanding to a global user base. Bitcoin is minable but this is extremely negative for  

the environment. This is where CNX-Network provides a new and sustainable solution.  

By releasing multiple utility apps aside this new crypto ecosystem CNX Network and  

its accompanying CoinX will be immediately usable and minable. Our goal is to  

improve in areas that other crypto currencies are struggling with. Most currencies are  

minable by using expensive hardware and additionally have high energy costs. This is  

extremely detrimental for the environment and has specific negative consequences  

such as  those regarding climate concerns. The only question that needs to be put on  

the table is how can we make mining more energy efficient? In order to answer this  

question CNX-Network is actively developing, identifying and finding new ways of  

transforming the low efficiency currently on display and poor environmental mining  

to more environmentally friendly and sustainable alternatives, for example by using  

the geothermal energy created by volcanoes and geysers to mine instead of the  

traditional energy resources. 
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CoinX mining use

1. Preventing dumps

At CNX-Network everyone is allowed to mining and at the time of writing CNX- 

Network has already gained more than 100.000 users within the first few weeks of  

launch. Users are able to mine CoinX for free in the current release stage of the coin  

by simply downloading the app and using it daily. Coins that are mined will be  

worth money in the future. This means that people will be able to earn money by  

simply joining the CNX-Community. 

 

CNX users that mine daily and consecutively will be put higher on our waiting list.  

Not all users will be allowed on the WalletX immediately. We will carefully allow  

users in our waiting list to enter WalletX daily and will not allow everyone to join  

WalletX immediately. This will prevent dumps of the coin and will encourage stable  

growth for the coin value. This means that users will be able to transfer their coins to  

the WalletX if they reach the end of the waiting list. This also means that the more  

active people are in our community the faster they will be able to join WalletX in the 

 future. 

Planned for use

-      To prevent dumps and to create stability and security to the liquidity of  CoinX,  

it is not allowed for development and Core Members to sell more than 5% of their  

own supply every month;  

 

-      If the price of CoinX decreases by more than 10% that month,  then the amount  

of coins that the Core Members have sold that month will be forced to be bought 

back the next month. until the course of the coin reaches at least -8% or a lower 

negative or any positive number; 

 

-      All coins that have been sold by any of the Core Members will be checked and  

noted so no anomalies will occur;
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-      Core Members are not allowed to sell more than 10% of their supply annually  

starting from 06-06-2022 until 06-06-2024. After this date, new rules will apply; 

 

-      All 4 above points will be overseen core members and an independent party. 

To Increase the value of CoinX  

-      CoinX will be listed on multiple exchanges starting with our own WalletX; 

-      CoinX will be used on multiple platforms creating more demand for the coin; 

-      CoinX has a coin cap, making the coin more scarce and creating a higher  

demand for the coin; 

-      CNX will burn coins, this will increase the coin value.

As stated above, one of the strategies employed to increase coin value is the burning  

of coins. This entails sending coins to a wallet or account that can only receive and  

not send. These accounts are sometimes called ‘dead’ wallets as they can under no  

circumstances be activated or used in the normal manner.  

 

The timing and strategy regarding burning coins differs across other platforms.  

Generally there are three main manners in which one can decide and execute the  

burning of coins: 

- depending on circumstances, to be decided by the board or another governing  

institution within the CNX-Network responsible for the maintenance of CoinX; 

- at set intervals, to be decided upon by the board or another governing institution  

within the CNX-Network responsible for the maintenance of CoinX; 

- by organizing specific burning events, to be decided by the board of CNX, the  

governing institution within CNX responsible for the maintenance of CoinX or other  

members of the CNX-Community.

2. Increasing coin value

3. Burning Coins
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CP-Decisions

Crowd-Protocol (CP) single-layered based recursive priority enhancement decision 

making is the final gadget working in our Blockware-system that utilizes consensus  

algorithms to ensure that all the eligible management members function within  

the same core ecosystem. Also this CP will ensure careful extraction and  

implementation of high value and functional components within the inherent CNX- 

Blockware. Whereas negative value or CP < 1 Will always stall a decision within the  

current Blockware version. Components using CP can be reconsidered.

CP-algorithm 

Whereas decisions shall take place several times during the development of the  

Blockware-system, it is important to differ projects and highly informative decisions  

and parts from each other. All projects in the CNX-Network ecosystem contain  

weight and some project have a higher value. If so, that project will be favored  

above others.

Some projects are insufficiently independent to be passed straight on through our  

CP system alone, therefore the community will be able to vote in favor or against a  

decision made by Board Members. This means that the community could also have  

a big influence on what will happen in our ecosystem.

Community influence

CP = ( 1d (Board members and head) * 1 y (head) ) 1 c (positive community vote)
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06. CNX Community

CNX-Network aims to be a global community attracting people from all over the  

world that have an interest in cryptocurrency or connections via a universal  

platform with a userfriendly interface and transparent, decentralized and secure  

underlying foundation. As such, CNX-Network offers two main programs for its  

users, the investor program and the referral program. Below is a more detailed  

description of these programs that have several options contained within them. 

Investor Program

Developers with great ideas can apply for our Development program via and through  

the CoinX Miner App. They can develop apps and/or generate ideas, which, after  

approval by the CNX-Network, we will invest in with coins and/or cash. An important  

key feature is that ideas and apps will have to be connected to the CNX-Network.  

CNX-Network needs to be a priority as a payment method and the CNX-Network  

inhouse style will have to be implemented into an idea, app or feature, in order for it  

to be accepted.

Nodes for the CNX-Network are used to communicate and share data with each  

other. This form of technological infrastructure will ensure that all nodes stay  

connected and will always stay up-to-date. Nodes can for example store data, spread  

data and/or even create new data, they are the most important parts in the  

blockchain. This also makes it nearly impossible for hackers to infiltrate the network  

as they would have to hack all of the nodes all at the same time. 

 

Applying for a node is available by sending an email to admin@coinx-miner.com

1. Development program

2. Node program

CNX-Network has several investing programs for investors that are willing to invest  

directly  in the CNX-Network. We have currently limited the investing programs to  

three options. It is possible that more options will become available in the future,  

but for the time being CNX-Network will offer three.
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By downloading a node an individual is actively strengthening the CNX-Network.  

This way, people can earn CoinX by actively using our node.

Afiliate Program

In order to strengthen the CNX-Community the referral program offers several  

succinct possibilities for people to become active and earn CoinX at the same time.  

There are three separate referral initiatives detailed below.

To create our community, we have created the CoinX miner app. Users can earn  

free coins by joining our community. On every referral, the user will get 1 CoinX as  

an invite bonus. Users can invite an unlimited amount of people.

1. CoinX App Referral Program

 

Operating Countries

CNX Network will attempt to do business in as many countries as possible.  

Unfortunately, in some countries we are not allowed to operate due to legal issues.  

Below is s a list of the countries we will currently not operate in:  

-      Russia; 

-      Ukraine; 

-      Iran; 

-      China; 

-      North Korea. 

 

We are not allowed to operate in these countries because of certain legal and  

economic sanctions. In all other countries that are not mentioned above, we will  

be operational.
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07 The Company

Core Members

Abid Jamal
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Chief Human Resources

Jacob Petit
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Benjamin Doorn

Marketing Officer

Bilal Abid

Chief Information Security  

Officer

Mami-Jabbie Traoré

Chief Risk Officer

Chris Suoss

Chief Analyst Officer
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Team Members

Nina May Caserin

Content Creator

Elias Simons

Legal Officer

Reinder de Beer

Full Stack Developer

Kristina Xani

Business Partners Relations

Danny Goldenbelt

Senior Crypto Investor

Tayab Shahid

Full Stack Developer
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Roadmap

In here you find the roadmap for CNX-Network.
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08. Future Insights

In the future CNX will be invested in developing the following services and  

functionalities. Below is a detailed description of the NFT Marketplace and a special  

CNX Prepaid Card. These are one of the many services we will provide in the future.

NFT Marketplace

NFT Marketplace will allow users to divide NFTs into “Fragments”. NFT stands for  

Non Fungible Token and is a means of relating ownership to digital artifacts. In the 

case of CNX-Network these will be called ‘Fragments’. NFT Fragments are fractions,  

which in total represent the sum ownership of an NFT. Think of them as partial  

ownership of an asset, or merely a digital collectible, wherein each piece represents  

a proportional percentage of the NFT. 

 

As such, by controlling all Fragments, the user owns the NFT as a whole, along with  

the underlying rights thereof.

Token Airdrops

A crypto airdrop is a promotional event for a new blockchain-based service. In an  

airdrop, participants are given free crypto coins or tokens by a new service. Those  

looking to participate in an airdrop require a crypto wallet to do so. 

 

CoinX will have 6 airdrop events for holders of CNX-Coins.

CNX Creditcard

Using the CNX Prepaid Card users will be able to do transactions worldwide.  

CNX-Prepaid Card will have Visa global coverage. Using the CNX Prepaid Card  

app users will be able to enact  simple transactions, purchases and even withdraw  

money from an ATM. Using the CNX Prepaid Card app on a smartphone or tablet  

device will always give users full access to all their card spendings. 
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Users can easily add or withdraw money from their card whenever they would like.  

It is also possible for users to set limits on their card and add money to their card is  

also easy by simply doing this with the CNX Prepaid Card app. CNX-Network aims  

to make all payments fast, simple and secure.

Spendings

-      World Wide Payments; 

-      CoinX Metal Card; 

-      Staking rewards in CoinX.

-      Deposit money fee (1%, up to max 5 USD per transaction); 

-      Withdraw money from any bank (1% up to max 5 USD per transaction); 

-      Free card when users stake their CoinX for 6 months. (minimum 250 USD). 

Benefits

CNX TLD

CNX-Network will employ its own specific domain. This domain will comprise solely  

of high end websites, companies and software. Developers and companies can  

apply via the CNX-Network to settle their portfolio or information on one of these  

webpages with a .CNX domain. One necessary requirement is that applicants have  

to have a method of payment in CNX-Network in order to receive such a website  

address. 
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